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Sew chic and original skirts with this stylish DIY sewing book.Stylish Skirts allows you to create

simple yet stylish skirts that look and feel greatâ€”at a fraction of the cost of store-bought fashion.

With this sewing book, there's no end to the kinds of skirts you can create to match your body

shape, your taste in fabrics and colors, and your mood (not to mention your favorite tops, shoes and

accessories)! The instructions and diagrams are a snap to follow and provide a huge variety of

stylesâ€”from ultra-feminine to artfully disheveled. All 23 skirt designs in this book look great in

different fabrics, colors, prints and textures, so the options are truly endless. The enclosed DIY

sewing instructions make cutting and sewing these skirts a breeze. Sewing projects include: White

Twill A-line Skirt Russel Lace Gored Skirt Striped Skirt with Box PleatsRussel Lace Gored Skirt Skirt

with Shirred Yoke and Lace Belt And many moreâ€¦
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"Long or short, pleated, straight, ruffled, or gathered, skirts are fabulous fashion stables to have on

handâ€¦and with the patterns in Stylish Skirts, you're sure to find something to flatter every body

type. Perfect for beginners and advanced sewists, these patterns are easy to follow and will work

with all kinds of fabric. If you've been wanting to learn to sew your own clothes, now is the

timeâ€¦and this book will help you every step of the way." â€”FaveCraft blog"There are 23 skirts to

make [â€¦] you can custom the skirts to fit you perfectly!" â€”Japanese Sewing Books blog"With 23

skirt styles to sew, there is bound to be something for just about everyone [â€¦] From A-line skirts to



balloon skirts and a variety of lengths this book has skirts pretty well covered. There are several

great ideas for embellishing the skirts as well" â€”Sweeter Than Cupcakes blog"[â€¦] with 23 choices

available, almost every one of them something I would wear [â€¦] Stylish Skirts is definitely worth

checking out, especially if you're a skirts fan like I am!" â€”Crafty Staci blog"I do love all these

designs. Sato Watanabe always has some great added detail that elevates the simplest garment."

â€”CraftyPod blog"So the radically different thing about this book is that there are no pattern sheets.

You can see a sampling of the skirts included in the book above, and as I browsed through the

styles, trying to decide which one to sew, it finally hit me that the instructions were for drafting the

skirt patterns from scratch. [â€¦] Perhaps because I started the skirt late at night, it took me a lot

longer than I estimated, but it's an utterly straightforward skirt to sew, and I really, really like it.

Maybe even love it. It's casual with interesting bits (there are varying sized panels gathered in

different parts of the skirt), and it's an ideal summer item. Maxi skirts are the best." â€”Sanae Ishida

blog"[â€¦] there is great inspiration and many of the projects will get your own creative wheels

turning, and you may find yourself getting lots of ideas for your own individualized projects from the

book. [â€¦] There are 23 in all . So if you love skirts, you are in luck!" â€”Sew Country Chick blog"I

enjoyed this book and all the different styles and patterns it had [â€¦] instead of having patterns to

trace, each skirt has a pattern with instructions for drafting. This is perfect for someone who likes to

jump right into working with the fabric instead of doing lots of pattern-work first." â€”Feather's Flights

blog

Designer Sato Watanabe specializes in simple, elegant homemade couture with room for a touch of

individuality. She studied clothing and accessory design at the Bunka Fashion College before

beginning a career as a magazine editor, eventually turning her writing skills to cooking and sewing

books.

There are a lot of patterns sewn from rectangular fabric pieces so essentially one size fits most as

you then determine where your side seams will be (or use the whole fabric width) and just cut a

waistband to fit you. For larger sizes maybe make pleats smaller or wider apart.Other pattern pieces

will be easy enough to use the slash and spread method. If you have an A-line skirt in the wardrobe

that fits well use it to work out your alterations to pattern piecesThe 12 panel skirt is easily adapted

to larger sizes by adding extra panels as required - just make sure you buy enough fabric.All in all

the book has some very easy skirt patterns and some you can include more technical details like

the embroidery work to personalize.I like that a lot of the skirts have a zipper closure and then a



waistband casing with a drawstring tie so that they accommodate various sizes (but what are the

sizes they fit???).Am looking forward to making some skirts ready for next spring.The one thing that

would have been very useful that is not mentioned in any of the patterns is measurements of the

finished garments, specifically the waist & hip measurements, which you need when drafting to

accommodate a larger size than the pattern may accommodate. It is this important oversight that

has made me only give 4 stars to what is essentially a great pattern/idea source book..

I have used pattern packets (McCalls, Butterick, Burda, Vogue, Simplicity) for decades. My daughter

introduced me to the delights of Japanese pattern books, in which you have a large selection of

illustrations, information, and patern specs on one theme. However, they're usually in Japanese for

some reason :-). It is nice to have one in English. The diverse selection of skirts is a nice collection

for the home sewer who wants a diverse wardrobe of casual, everyday skirts, to dressier skirts.

There are skirts suitable for the young and fashion forward, and for the older and conservative

dresser. All in all, a great book for a family of sewists.While the one drawback to the Japanese style

pattern book is that you have to actually draw the patterns out yourself onto pattern paper, this

practice in itself makes it easier to personalize a pattern. I wish U.S. publishers would start making

this type of book.

Stylish Skirts was a little disappointing since the skirt patterns consisted of several pieces and were

not as easy to make as I had hoped.

Just received this new book so haven't made anything yet... indeed there are no pattern pieces but

I'm intrigued with its detailed instructions for drafting. I've done a little drafting many years ago but

figure drafting skirts is a great place to try again. Looking forward to trying some soon.

ONLY for kindle book version. the book looks fantastic, and just what I want, HOWEVER with the

kindle, the diagrams & measurements don't get large enough to be legible. unfortunately, this

makes the book a complete waste. get the paper version!

So Cute!

Beautiful designs can't wait to utilize the awesome techniques.



I definitely recommend this books. The explanations are clear and easy to follow. The skirts are

really beautiful and stylish.
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